
Wiki Booth
The Wiki Booth is a hybrid telephone and solo-working booth. Originally
designed as a playful privacy solution, the Wiki Booth provides the perfect
quiet corner in co-working spaces and open plan offices.   

The Wiki Booth includes a micro-desk for laptops or notepads and cable
management allowing electronics to be charged while in use. A small
storage area beneath the desk is perfect for books, notepads or
magazines, accommodating papers up to A4 size.  Add cushions to the
seating area for extra comfort, perfect for those longer sessions.   

* The Wiki Booth comes fully assembled 
* Cushions not included 
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Materials All Opendesks are made from quality, FSC-certified baltic plywood.
Coming from managed forestry itÕs good to know your desk was
sustainably grown.

License CC Zero

You can use and adapt the design for any purpose whatsoever.

Under the following terms:
https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/

Pricing Get quotes directly from makers near you:

* Request and receive quotes (typically within 48 hours)
* Choose your preferred maker-quote and pay online
* Receive your locally-made furniture direct from the maker

Designer Designed and shared openly by:

Lynton Pepper

Lynton is a photographer, architect, director and co-founder of the YAYA
shortlisted architecture and strategic design firm 00. He has worked on
projects ranging from the WikiHouse, to Passivhaus dwellings to large
scale buildings such as Social Justice Centre in Vauxhall (Riba London
Awards winner); as well as designing co-working spaces such as the Hub
Westminster.

As part of his ongoing research and experimentations in co-working
behaviours, he is looking to develop Opendesk furniture that will enable
everyone to be able to shape their surroundings.

He is also highly sought-after as one half of photography duo, We Own
Cameras.
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